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FEATURES

Tight integration to the purchase module in

DATA CAPTURE

> Local and remote-based scanning
of purchase invoices directly into
Microsoft Dynamics NAV.
> Automatically download and registration of PDF documents without
any user involvement.
> Use of the award-winning OCR
technology from ABBYY FineReader
provides unique character recognition regardless of language or
dialect.

> Treatment of amounts exclusive
VAT.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV makes it possible

> Match of purchase orders – including the option for automatic approval of purchase orders if the
allowable deviation amount is not
exceeded.

where each line can be captured and re-

> Accountant and approvers can enter
account number and dimensions at
line level.
ARCHIVE

to scan invoices when you receive them,
corded in relation to existing purchase order.
After this approvers receive an e-mail when
an invoice requires their attention, and the
invoice can be approved either directly in
Microsoft Dynamics NAV or online via a web
browser. At the same time Continia Document Capture ensures that the purchasing

> Wherever you are in Microsoft Dynamics NAV, you always have the
option to open the original document.

department has a complete overview of the

cument Capture can handle all other types

> Approval Flow through the NAV
client or a web browser.

> Documents are indexed based on
data from the original document or
subsequent added account items or
dimensions.

> Approver can be determined from
vendor dimension or procuration
amount.

> Full-text search on all data from
the original document directly from
Microsoft Dynamics NAV.

> Locked PDF documents can also
OCR processed.
> Automatic recognition of registered
suppliers.
APPROVAL AND INVOICE MANAGEMENT

> A long series of checks: Amounts of
VAT, payment terms etc..
> Automatic pre-registration.
> Special analysis of invoices TDC
(Danish telephone company)

entire approval process.
Apart from purchase invoices, Continia Doof documents, such as distribution agreements, order confirmations, contracts, certificates and letter correspondences.

Scanning documents
Do you receive documents in multiple physi-

OTHER DOCUMENT TYPES

> Ability to setup a long range of
customizable document types.
> Attach annex to the financial documents such as purchase invoice,
sales invoice or deliveries.

cal locations? With Continia Document Capture, you can quickly scan and share documents across the organization. Scanning the
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Scanning PDFs

Click & Capture
Special Click & Capture
functionality means that
when you select a field in
Microsoft Dynamics NAV,
the area where the value
is retrieved, is highlighted
in the scanned document.

It is becoming more common to receive
purchase invoices and other document types
into the PDF format. With Continia Document Capture, you can register documents
for further processing directly from Microsoft
Dynamics NAV by forwarding to a pre-defined email address or folder on a file server.
Uniquely Continia Document Capture is also
able to OCR process locked PDF documents that previously had to be printed out
and scanned again.

OCR technology
For Continia Document Capture, we use
the award-winning OCR technology from
ABBYY FineReader, which ensures unique
accuracy in character and data recognition.
documents occurs where the documents are

to scan to network or directly from Microsoft

received and then transferred automatically

Dynamics NAV.

to Microsoft Dynamics NAV. Scanning can
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be performed on your company’s existing

Continia Document Capture is working

multi-function machines or you can invest in

independent of the scanner hardware you

specific document scanners to handle larger

choose. However, detection rates vary de-

quantities of paper documents. It is possible

pending on the quality of the scanning.

Barcodes are automatically detected and
more than 180 languages and dialects are
supported.
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Approving purchase invoices
Approver can
approve, reject, or
delegate approval
of the invoice.
After approval
status will be
changed to
released, which
means it is ready
for posting.

Document Analysis
The Analysis engine within Continia Document Capture allows you to record fields and
values from the documents, which are based
on pre-defined templates and labels. This
means, among other things, that Continia
Document Capture automatically recognize
previously scanned suppliers, document
types, and so on. You can optimize the
templates to include specific validation rules
and formatting requirements that ensure that
registered information is in accordance with
rules and standards within your Microsoft
Dynamics NAV system.

Purchase invoices and approval
By using the authentication functionality that
is already inside the Microsoft Dynamics
NAV, approvers will receive an e-mail when
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Other types of documents

documents, such as distribution agreements,

an invoice requiring their attention - and the

It is not only purchase invoices, you may

order confirmations, contracts, certificates

system will wait for their approval before the

trust to Continia Document Capture.

and letter correspondences. For each docu-

invoice is approved for posting and payment.

Through templates you are able to custo-

ment type, you can create rules for what

Approval is handled directly within Microsoft

mize the document types your company

information you want to capture and how it

Dynamics NAV, or online via a web browser.

works with, and you can handle all types of

should be recorded.
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Everyone are able to approve invoices
Not only Microsoft
Dynamics NAV users are
allowed to approve invoices. Other colleagues
are able to comment,
approve, reject, delegate
to another colleague or
add on account number
or other dimensions at
each line.
All this is handled
through your web
browser.

During approval process involved persons
are able to see a copy of the original document on their screen and can approve, reject, or involve other people in the purchase
invoice.
Continia Document Capture ensures that the
purchasing department has an overview of
the entire process and is provided with the
right tools available to easily and effectively
manage the entire process.
Using purchase orders provides Continia
Document Capture for manual or automatic
matching of invoices. Purchase invoices can
also automatically be approved if the intent
deviation amount is not exceeded.

Digital Archive
All documents are stored electronically in a
PDF/A format that easily can be accessed
through Microsoft Dynamics NAV. If the
document is registered under the given account number, case or another dimension,
it is possible to open the original document
here.
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Your new digical archive

You can also search all the data from the
original document and immediately see it on
the screen directly from the search result.
This is because all data is still attached and
made searchable in relation to the archived
document - and not only the data recorded
in Microsoft Dynamics NAV fields. It gives
a unique possibility to search, for example
in vendor-specific data - and you therefore
have a complete electronic archive with
direct and instant access to documents.

Your new digital archive makes it easy to see the original invoice - also in PDF format. You can search after text
in all kinds of documents. From text search results you can get direct access to the registered document.

How to buy

End User: Continia add-on products are sold exclusively through Microsoft Partners. If you want to buy
our products or require further information please contact your Microsoft Dynamics Partner.
Microsoft Partners: Continia Software offers add-on products within Microsoft Dynamics AX, NAV, and
C5 through Microsoft Partners. Our products are available and accessible to all Microsoft Partners. To get
started please register at Continia PartnerZone.
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